
American empire within the Western Hemisphere. The
goal was to facilitate American penetration of the China
market while protecting the Western Hemisphere for
American economic exploitation, all to help industry sell
the excess production Americans could not consume.

America’s great industrial leaders were committed to
this economic expansion. Morgan began as an American
agent for British financial interests when Britain had
surplus capital and sought investment opportunities
abroad. With the help of Morgan and others, British
funds helped finance American railroads and even the
great cattle drives that took place before railroads reached
down to the cattle herds in Texas. Rockefeller’s Standard
Oil Trust operated from the Mideast to the Dutch East
Indies. Railroad developer E. H. Harriman (1848–1909)
dreamed of building a “round the globe” railroad, but
competing colonial interests doomed this endeavor.
Inventor Cyrus McCormick (1809–1884) provided reap-
ers, threshers, and combines.

Indeed, this American drive for economic empire was
boosted by the great expenses the warring powers incurred
during World War I (1914–1918), turning the United
States from a net debtor nation into a net creditor nation
and leading to the British system of imperial preferences
to protect the empire as a closed system that could absorb
British industrial production. The various World War II
(1939–1945) agreements on the postwar economic world,
including Bretton Woods and Dumbarton Oaks, ex-
changed reduced tariffs and increased worldwide trade for
an end to such imperials trade arrangements, presumably
to spur global economic recovery and American economic
domination.

SEE ALSO Carnegie Endowment for International Peace;
Morgan, J. P.; Rockefeller Foundation
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ROBESON, PAUL LEROY
1898–1976

Paul Robeson was an African American singer, actor, and
activist whose advocacy for labor and civil rights and whose
articulation of the linkages between American foreign
policy and the violence of racism and capitalism made him
the target of US government persecution, Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) surveillance, House Un-American
Activities Committee hearings, racist attacks, and ultimately
the revocation of his passport. Within a matter of years,
Robeson went from being among the most popular and
well-paid African Americans in the nation to one of the
most persecuted figures of the Red scare.

Born in Princeton, New Jersey, the son of an escaped
slave turned preacher, Robeson achieved incomparable
success in his early life. After graduating as the valedictori-
an of Rutgers College in 1919, he went on to play for the
National Football League while completing his law degree
at Columbia Law School. When racism prevented
Robeson from working in law offices in New York City,
he pursued an acting and singing career, where he found
immediate success performing in the musical review Shuffle
Along; the Eugene O’Neill plays All God’s Chillun Got
Wings, The Hairy Ape, and The Emperor Jones; the musical
Show Boat; and in the title role of Othello, still the longest-
running Shakespeare production to play on Broadway.
Robeson also achieved major acclaim for his innovative
renditions of Negro spirituals and work songs.

While beginning a study of African languages and
culture at the School of Oriental and African Studies in
London in 1934, Robeson began a lifelong commitment
to celebrating African cultures and fighting the perpetua-
tion of colonialism around the world. Upon his return to
the United States, Robeson’s singing career took off, as he
traveled extensively on major concert tours. Robeson’s
increasing advocacy for civil rights and international
workers’ rights, his sympathy for socialism, his 1939
performance of Earl Robinson’s patriotic song “Ballad for
Americans” on CBS radio and his stumping for the 1948
presidential campaign of the Progressive Party candidate
Henry A. Wallace made him an icon for the ascendant
Left of the Popular Front culture of the 1930s.

Following the end of World War II (1939–1945),
Robeson’s political activism made him a target for
anticommunists and segregationists alike. In a 1949
speech at the World Congress of Advocates of Peace in
Paris, Robeson infamously declared that it would be
“unthinkable” for African Americans to fight in a war
against the Soviet Union, given the United States’
deplorable record in defending the rights of blacks in
America. Upon his return to the United States, Robeson
was depicted as a traitor in the mainstream press.

Robeson, Paul Leroy
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With his American career in distress from an
effective blacklisting, the US State Department seized
Robeson’s passport in 1951. Despite numerous appeals,
the US government prohibited Robeson’s international
travel, citing his promotion of anticolonial movements
while abroad. Meanwhile, in December 1951 Robeson
joined members of the Civil Rights Congress and other
activists in submitting the petition We Charge Genocide
to the United Nations (UN), asserting that by failing
to protect African Americans from lynching that the
United States was in violation of the 1948 UN
Genocide Convention.

Despite his physical confinement to the United
States, Robeson’s international popularity continued.
Refused passage to sing for Canadian union members in
Vancouver, Robeson gave annual concerts from 1952 to
1955 at the Peace Arch on the US/Canada border,
where he sang from the US side to the audience in
Canada. He was awarded the Stalin Peace Prize in
absentia in Moscow in 1952, sent recorded and written
missives to the 1955 Bandung Conference of Asian and
African countries, had a mountain named after him in
the Soviet Union and was supported by the “Let
Robeson Sing” movement in Great Britain. In 1957,
unable to accept an invitation to travel to sing for Welsh
miners, Robeson gave a concert to them over the newly
laid transatlantic telephone line.

At a subpoenaed appearance before the House Un-
American Activities Committee in 1956, Robeson not
only refused to answer the infamous “$64,000 question”
(“Are you now or have you ever been a member of the
Communist Party?”) and to name names, but also used
the occasion of his hearing to lay bare the connections of
race, colonialism, and global capitalism that constituted
America’s economy and foreign policy. Cited for
contempt of Congress for refusing to answer questions,
based on his Fifth Amendment right, Robeson was once
again pilloried in the mainstream press.

In 1958, Robeson’s passport was restored without
his having to sign a noncommunist affidavit. Robeson
immediately set off on a surge of concert tours around
the world, antinuclear rallies and a reprisal of Othello
in Stratford-upon-Avon, UK. After a failed suicide
attempt under suspicious circumstances in Moscow,
Robeson recuperated in London and East Germany.
Upon returning to the United States in 1962, Robeson
made only a few more public appearances and statements
before retiring from public life. It was only after six years
of continuous hospital care that, in 1974, the FBI ended
its investigation of Robeson. Robeson died in Philadelphia
in 1976.

SEE ALSO Cold War; Cold War: Race and the Cold War;
Hollywood; Human Rights; McCarthyism
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ROCK ’N’ ROLL
Rock ’n’ roll was a controversial yet fashionable genre of
popular music that emerged in the early 1950s. Its
evolution was tied to the rising popularity, particularly
among middle-class white adolescents, of black rhythm
and blues. Although often viewed as a synonym for all
youth-oriented popular music that followed in its wake (it
did influence nearly every subsequent worldwide popular
musical style from the mid-1950s onward, including rock
and roll, rock, and its various derivations), by 1963 and
the explosive arrival of the Beatles, rock ’n’ roll had
concluded its course.

ORIGINS AND CONTEMPORARY RECEPTION

Like jazz of a previous era, rock ’n’ roll became an
international phenomenon. The two musical genres
shared similar characteristics. They both originated within
underclass African American urban communities, and
each could point to a strong southern provenance. Both
stressed improvisation, and each contained a rhythmic
impulse that encouraged liberation, particularly through
bodily movement and dance. The expression of such
freedom generally provoked condemnation, especially
among defenders of middle-class morality and decorum.
Unlike jazz, however, rock ’n’ roll never completely
eluded its early detractors. While jazz, in its ensuing years
toward maturation, was able to establish a reputable
pedigree, particularly attaining esteem within intellectual
circles, rock ’n’ roll and those who initially produced and
consumed it remained virtually invisible to those in
academe (perhaps because most rock ’n’ roll performers,
unlike their fellow jazz musicians, often could not read
music). They were, for all intents and purposes, banished
to the academic hinterlands.

Puzzled and dismayed by the popularity of a musical
commodity (and its makers) it considered inferior, the
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